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A monthly update on what's happening in our community 

December 2021 

SRA Website 

The SRA website is your home for information in greater depth including agendas, minutes 
and notes 

 
Click here for SRA Website 

 
Thanks to Everyone for the Cheery Lights! 

In these dark and wet days, holiday lights really light up our dark 
neighborhoods.    For those of you who enjoy lighting up your homes and gardens, 
thank you!  It's fun to drive around and see it all!   

ASC                                                                          

How the ASC works best; 
The ASC strives to  “preserve the natural setting and beauty of the Property, to 
establish and preserve a harmonious and aesthetically pleasing design for the 
Property, and to protect and promote the value of the Property”. (CC&Rs 10.01) 
 
This is best accomplished when residents are aware of the requirements of the SRA 
CC&Rs and their neighborhood CC&Rs and follow them. New construction is a 
major focus of the ASC, but not it’s only responsibility. “No improvements of any 
nature whatsoever shall be constructed, altered, added to, or maintained upon any 
Site or any part of the Property, except (a) such improvements as are approved by 
the ASC in accordance with this Article X, or (b) improvements which pursuant to 
this Article X do not require the consent of the ASC.” (CC&Rs 10.03).  So: 
 
1. Use the resources on the SRA website that provide forms for requesting approval 
for tree removal, exterior improvements and the use of temporary structures. Also 
listed are standards, guidelines, policies, lists of pre-approved materials and other 



useful information about maintaining your home and lot. 
 
2. Avoid surprises!  When in doubt, notify the ASC Administrator of any exterior 
changes to house or lot. Try hard to notify far enough in advance of starting your 
project that you can get acknowledgement or approval before it actually starts. 
 
3. Ask questions of the ASC Administrator: ascadmin@srahoa 
or 360-371-7796 
Steve Haines, ASC Committee Chair 

Welcome New Members 

We have  new neighbors to welcome this past month in the following 
neighborhoods:  Gleneagles III, Melrose Cottages, Club House Point, St Andrews II 
and IV 

 


